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 The NSS wing of SCSVMV  successfully organized a Dengue Awareness 
Campaign in association with Kanchipuram Municipality, Health office on 
02/11/2017 at Kanchipuram bus stand.  Around 100 NSS students volunteers of 
our SCSVMV  gathered  at Anna Arangam near Municipality, Kanchipuram.  

 A brief message about dengue awareness campaign and rally was given by 
Dr.Muthu, Municipal health officer, Kanchipuram to the students. Also our 
NSS program officer Mrs. R.Mageswari given instruction to the students 
about rally and campaign.  It was about 10 a.m to 10.15 am. 

  

    
 A Dengue Awareness pledge was taken by students along with our 

honorable registrar Dr.G.Srinivasu, Kanchipuram District Revenue Officer 
Mr.Noor Muhammed, Municipality commissioner Mr.Sardhar, Municipality 
Health Officer Dr.Muthu, NSS programme coordinator Mr.P.Nagarajan, 
NSS programme officers Mrs.R.Mageswari and Dr.Sivagurunathan also 



with few  other faculty from different departments of our SCSVMV. It was 
about 10.15 am to 10.20 am. 

   
 

 Our honorable registrar Dr.G.Srinivasu initiated drinking of  Nilavembu  
water and gave it to NSS volunteers. He insisted our NSS students to make 
awareness among the public about Nilavembu and other preventing 
measures. (It was about 10.20am to 10.30am) 

   
 Mr. Noor Muhammed (D.R.O, Kanchipuram) flagged off the dengue 

awareness campaign and rally along with our honorable registrar 
G.Srinivasu from Anna Arangam by   time 10.30 a.m 



   
 The Dengue awareness rally of our NSS students travelled through south 

raja street, and reached kanchipuram bus stand.  During the rally Anti 
dengue slogan's (Like Eradication of dengue eggs and mosquitoes, Avoid 
water stagnation near by places, earlier prevention of dengue) were 
pronounced by program officer through proper audio system in local 
language Tamil and the same was followed by student among the rally. Our 
NSS students requested the public to maintain cleanliness in and around 
their living places. They also shouted for eradication of dengue from India.   
The rally was well coordinated by NSS programme coordinator,  
Mr.P.Nagarajan, along with  program officers, Mr.R.Mageswari and 
Dr.Sivagurunathan. 

         
 
 In bus stand our NSS volunteers spread out the anti-dengue messages 

through speakers. Students were divided into different group according to 
the work, assigned by the NSS program officer. The first group of students 
interacted with shop owner, also with more people in and around bus stand 
and gave a printed notice to all, the notice possesses the complete details 



about dengue explained in Tamil language. The second group went for 
sprinkle the bleaching powder on water stagnation places, and to make 
awareness about eradication of dengue mosquitoes. The third group 
distributed NILAVEMBU drinking water to all people in around bus stand 
as a preventing measure of dengue.  
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